





Differences in Complexion between the Sexes 






“A fair complexion makes up for many a defect.” Similar sayings are found in the East as 
well as in the West. They are applied, however, only to females. There is a gender gap with 
regard to complexion. Thinking about this gap, one wonders whether any difference in skin 
color actually exists between the sexes. In pursuit of an answer, I examined men’s and 
women’s actual skin colors and their conceptions of their complexions. 
The results reveal a measurable difference in skin color between the sexes. Males have 
redder and darker skin. In contrast, female skin is characterized by being fairer and more 
yellowish. On the other hand, no clear distinction emerges in men’s and women’s conceptions 
of skin color. Both sexes tend to estimate their skin color to be fairer and more yellowish than 
the actual measured values. These results show that our estimation of our skin color, rather 
than conforming to reality, is biased toward the characteristics of female skin. This bias 
allows us to speculate on the process by which people conceptualize their skin color. It may be 
the case that, because we obtain more information about female skin, we are more profoundly 































































































Table 1 推測された肌色と実測された肌色の平均三属性値及び各種 t検定結果 
M SD M SD
色相 6.000 2.066 6.500 2.366 0.630
明度 7.813 0.854 8.125 0.289 1.337
彩度 4.313 0.704 4.250 0.683 0.253
色相 5.625 2.391 7.125 1.708 1.959 † 0.899 1.775 †
明度 8.000 0.606 8.156 0.397 0.850 1.861 † 0.324
彩度 4.313 0.793 4.250 0.775 0.224 0.000 0.000
色相 3.250 1.438 4.063 0.998 1.791 † 4.198 ** 4.515 ***
明度 7.344 0.301 7.813 0.310 3.842 *** 2.531 * 4.038 **
彩度 4.313 1.078 3.813 0.750 1.481 0.000 2.150 *
色相 3.750 1.238 5.625 1.586 3.366 ** 1.464 3.738 ** 2.611 * 3.873 **
明度 7.531 0.340 7.875 0.342 2.679 ** 3.000 ** 0.696 4.038 ** 2.058 †


































































































































































































Fig. 3-1 推測と実測･額･男性(色相×彩度)      Fig. 3-2 推測と実測･頬･男性(色相×彩度) 
















































































































Table 2 分散分析結果 
自由度 F F F
性別 1 0.884 n.s. 1.403 n.s. 7.865 **
顔の部位 1 3.445 † 0.006 n.s. 1.267 n.s.
性別×顔の部位 1 0.173 n.s. 0.036 n.s. 0.382 n.s.
残差 72
※ **p<.01, †p<.10























Table 3-1 多重比較検定結果(色相)  Table 3-2 多重比較検定結果(明度) 
推測 実測 推測 実測 推測 実測 推測 実測
推測 * †







※ ***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05, †p<.10
男性 女性
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